
THE VISION OF THE "SHORT RUNWAY"

VISON:

I saw a short runway and then I saw a very large jumbo jet approaching the
runway with a view to landing. Immediately, I saw that this huge jet would not
have enough room to land as the runway was very short - and at the end of it was a
giant cliff. Initially, the jet landed BUT quickly ran out of room and it plummeted
over the cliff.

The Father spoke to me and said,

The "short runway" is representative of this time and season - and the fact
that the Enemy's time is short.

The "large jumbo jet" is representative of the totality of the Enemy's plan
[narrative] for the nations in this hour - both economically and politically.

"narrative" - a story or account of events, experiences, or the like, whether true
or fictitious;

The attempt to land this large jumbo jet was representative of the Enemy's
attempt to establish the fullness of his plan all at once in this season - with a view
to establishing a "one world government and economy".

The fact that the large jet landed "for a time" BUT ran out of "runway" is
representative of the fact that he and his forces have "overshot" the mark in
attempting to "institute" their vile plan for mankind in this hour [a plan which will
again surface with a vengeance during "The Great Tribulation - AFTER the
Glorious Church has "departed" this earth].

"institute" - to set up; to set in operation;

The fact that the large jet "plummeted" over the cliff is representative of the
fact that the very Hand of God will crush the Enemy's schemes in this hour -
leading to a "rapid" advancement of the Kingdom, both spiritually and
economically.

"plummet" - to drop down; plunge;



..."Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with You--they who frame
and hide their unrighteous doings under [the sacred name of] law? They band
themselves together against the life of the [consistently] righteous and condemn
the innocent to death. But the Lord has become my High Tower and Defense, and
my God the Rock of my refuge. And He will turn back upon them their own
iniquity and will wipe them out by means of their own wickedness; the Lord our
God will wipe them out".... Psalms 94:20-23 The Amplified Translation

...."Why are the nations in an uproar And the peoples devising a vain thing?
The kings of the earth take their stand and the rulers take counsel together against
the LORD and against His Anointed, saying, 'Let us tear their fetters apart and
cast away their cords from us!' He who sits in the heavens laughs, the Lord
scoffs at them. Then He will speak to them in His anger and terrify them in His
fury, saying, 'But as for Me, I have installed My King Upon Zion, My holy
mountain'".... Psalms 2:1-6 NASB


